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			Our current stock


			

                                   


            
					
							TOYOTA|LWE180
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						Looking for an easy-to-use solution suitable for all types of applications? Designed with safety in mind, our BT Levio powered pallet trucks can be easily manoeuvred using the ergonomic tiller arm in the upright position (Click-2-Creep)



685 X 1100MM FORKS 300 A/HR BATTERY, 8 HR SINGLE PHASE CHARGER
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|LWE160
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						Looking for an easy-to-use solution suitable for all types of applications? Designed with safety in mind, our BT Levio powered pallet trucks are easy to use and feature an ergonomic tiller arm with fingertip controls. In tight spaces, the truck can be easily manoeuvred using the tiller arm in the upright position (Click-2-Creep)



550 X 1150mm, MED BATTERY COMP, MIDAC 24V 225 A/HR BATTERY C/W BFS, BLT IN 30A CHARGER,BLT IN TOP UP, PINCODE KEYBOARD
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							LIFTEK|EPL185
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						The EEPL 185 is the next generation electric pallet truck from EP Equipment. The new trucks are equipped with a newly developed Li-Ion battery and integrated chargers for a maximum in flexibility. Due to its compact size of only 400mm to face of forks, the new EPL trucks are the perfect trucks for any standard application in warehouses, logistics and industry.



540 X 1150mm FORKS, lithiun ion battery, built in charger




                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|02-8FGF18
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						1100mm FORKS, HOOK ON S/S, 3 BANK,, SEMI SOLIDS, LPG FUEL WARNING, GRAMMER SEAT
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|02-8FGF18
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						1100mm FORKS, HOOK ON S/S, 3 BANK,, SEMI SOLIDS, LPG FUEL WARNING, GRAMMER SEAT
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|COIL BOOM
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						COIL OOM, 50MM DIA & 630MM LONG POLE, 100KGS SWL
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|02-8FGF30
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                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							Toyota|40-8FD70N
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						4500mm V DUPLEX MAST

1200MM LONG FORKS

4 VALVES - HOSES & PIPING FOR 3RD/4TH VALVE

PNEUMATIC SHAPED CUSHION TYRES

OVERHEAD GUARD

STEEL CABIN WITH HEATER

FULL ROAD LIGHTING

COOLING FAN GUARD

CYCLONE AIR CLEANER

UPSWEPT EXHAUST

DEFROSTER


                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|OME 120HW
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						Standard Drive Unit

8200mm Triplex Tele Mast

Controls facing Mast

Width over Forks:  685mm

Forks & Load Frame:  CHEP 1000 x 1200 short side handling

E-bar short (mounted horizontally behind backrest/folding seat)
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|02-8FGF25
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						TRANSMISSION PROTECTION SYSTEM
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|02-8FGF18
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                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|02-8FGKF20
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						HOOK ON SIDESHIFT,3 BANK HYDRAULICS, SEMI SOLID TYRES, TRANSMISSION PROTECTION SYSTEM, LPG FUEL WARNING DEVICE, GRAMMAR SEAT
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|02-8FGKF20
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						HOOK ON SIDESHIFT, 3 BANK HYDRAULICS, SEMI SOLID TYRES, TRANSMISSION PROTECTION SYSTEM, LPG FUEL WARNING DEVICE, GRAMMAR SEAT
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|LWE180
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                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|9FBH30T
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						1200mm Wide Forks, Load Backrest, Integral Sideshift, 3 Bank Hydraulics,

Semi Solid Tyres, Rear Assist, Multi-function Touch display, Cabin w/o Doors, Full Performance, Panoramic Rear-view Mirror
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|9FBMK25T
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						Integral Sideshift, 3 Bank Hydraulics, Semi Solid Tyres, Cabin w/o Doors,

Rear Assist Grip, Panoramic Rear-view Mirror, Load Backrest, Multi-function Display, Full Performance, 
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|8FBEK16T
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						Integral Sideshift, 3 Bank Hydraulics, Semi Solid Tyres, 8 hour 3 Phase Charger, 48V 625 A/Hr Battery
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|52-8FDF30
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						Hook on Sideshift, 3 Bank Hydraulics, Semi Solid Tyres, Transmission Protection System, High Gradeability, Grammar Seat
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|52-8FDF25
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						1100mm Forks, Hook on Sideshift, 3 Bank Hydraulics, High Gradeability,

Transmission Protection, Grammar Seat
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 


            
					
							TOYOTA|52-8FDF20
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						Hook-on Sideshift, 3 Bank Hydraulics, Semi Solid Tyres, Transmission Protection System, High Grade, Grammar Seat
                        

						



                    


                


						

                   			Call: 01754 882180 for more details
				  
				  		




				

			

 








            


			






    

        
            
                
                    
                    TOYOTA : 

                    a world class range of warehouse equipment

                    

                
                        
                   
                

            

        

    

    
    






        
        
            

                
                  	Hand pallet trucks
	Powered pallet trucks
	Powered Stackers
	Order Pickers
	Reach Trucks
	Very Narrow Aisle Trucks
	Electric Counter Balanced
	Engine Counter Balanced
	Towing tractors
	Automated Trucks


              


              
                  "We've been supplying Toyota Warehouse Equipment for over 40 years and I can say without hesitation they are the No 1. brand in the world"

                  
                  

                    
					Graham Elsam - Managing Director


                       TruckMasters Handling is a private Ltd company and has been a Toyota dealership since 1972. As one of the longest established Toyota distributors in Europe and being one of the largest suppliers of Toyota industrial forklift, parts and applications, we are responsible for sales of Toyota and BT products which enable us to provide you with a service, second to none.


We provide a diverse catalogue of forklifts and Warehouse equipment to buy or hire; as well as offering a wide range of other products and services. Give us a call and let our experience and expertise help your business.
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                    HAND PALLET TRUCKS

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
        
        
            
              
                  

The BT Lifter range covers everthing from the Standard Universal hand pallet truck, which is easy to use and can lift up to 2.3 tonne to specilised hand pallet trucks.
 

The range includes the unique BT Pro Lifter which requires 67% less starting effort, the BT Lifter Silent which is ideal for retail operations, BT High Lifters, trucks equipped with a weight indicator or scale, trucks for environments with a high hygiene standards and specialised pallet handling trucks for heavy, low or half pallet handling.




                    [image: Download Powered Pallets Brochure]  Download Pallet Trucks brochure

                    [image: Call our sales team]  Talk to our sales team on 01754 882180
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                    POWERED PALLET TRUCKS

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
        
        
            
              
                  
                    An advanced range of efficient trucks designed for every situation

                    The BT Levio range of powered pallet trucks can be used for horizontal pallet transportation, loading / unloading and order picking applications.
These compact pallet trucks are productive and efficient with a focus on safety and ease of use.


Available with pedestrian, platform, stand-in and rider-seated versions, the BT Levio range has a wide variety of uses in material handling operations, including warehousing and back of store. All standard BT powered pallet truck models also work effectively in chilled environments.



                    
                    [image: Download Powered Pallets Brochure]  Download Pallet Trucks brochure

                    [image: Call our sales team]  Talk to our sales team on 01754 882180
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                    POWERED STACKERS

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
        
        
            

              
                  
                    A flexible solution designed to meet the most exacting requirements

                    
                      Suitable for stacking, double pallet handling, order picking and horizontal transport, the BT Staxio powered stacker trucks are fit for a wide range of material handling applications. Offering load capacities up to 2 tonnes and lift heights up to 6.3 metres, our stacker trucks are fast, powerful and easy to use. The BT Staxio range has a lift truck for any operation, with pedestrian, platform, stand-in and rider-seated models available. All stacker trucks within the BT Staxio collection are designed to work effectively in chilled environments.
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                    ORDER PICKERS

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
        
        
            
              
                  
                    Designed to meet a variety of order picking applications

                    
                        
The BT Optio range of order pickers is designed to meet a variety of order picking applications including horizontal order picking and order picking at height with varying load capacities 1.0 - 2.5 tonne.


Efficient order picking is the primary concern of many businesses today. Toyota understands this and has designed the BT Optio series of order pickers to meet the needs of business, maintaining productivity and driving down costs.


Consisting of nine low-level order pickers, the BT Optio L-series is suitable for both first and second-level picking. Picking heights increase to 6.3 metres with the M-series, and up to 12 metres with the H-series. This range of low, medium, and high-level order picking trucks is equally effective in chilled environments.
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                    REACH TRUCKS

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
        
        
            

              
                  
                    High acceleration and exceptional driveability for optimum pallet movement 

                    
                        Suitable for indoor horizontal transportation and stacking, such as in warehouses, distribution centres and logistics companies, the BT Reflex series of powerful reach trucks offers high acceleration and exceptional driveability for optimum pallet movement. With lift heights of up to 12.5 metres and load capacities from 1.2 to 2.7 tonnes, the BT Reflex series offers truck models suitable for block stacking, drive-in racking, and long load handling. Equally effective in chilled and cold store environments, our high performance reach trucks are easily programmable and equipped with unique safety features for improved load handling and enhanced driver ergonomics. 
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                    VERY NARROW AISLE TRUCKS

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
        
        
            
              
                  
                    Perfect for optimising storage space and high-level order picking in very narrow aisles

                    
Perfect for optimising storage space use, the BT Vector very narrow aisle (VNA) truck range offers man-down trucks for high-speed lateral pallet handling, man-up trucks for full-pallet handling and high-level order picking in very narrow aisles.


With lift heights up to 14.8 metres, load capacity of up to 1.5 tonnes, and the ability to work in very narrow aisles, down to 1460 millimetres, these versatile trucks can be used with wire or rail guidance. Each VNA forklift offers excellent performance, combined with driver safety and comfort and all trucks in the BT Vector range are able to function in chilled environments.
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                    ELECTRIC COUNTER BALANCED

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
        
        
            

              
                  
                    3 and 4-wheel electric counterbalance forklift trucks are suitable for a variety of indoor and outdoor operations

                    
                        
The durable Toyota range of 3 and 4-wheel electric counterbalance forklift trucks are suitable for a variety of indoor and outdoor operations, including loading and unloading goods, line feeding, stacking, order picking and horizontal transport. 



Electric forklifts from Toyota offer high performance levels with a choice between 24, 48 and 80 volts, with load capacities ranging from 1.0 to 8.5 tonnes.

 

Each counterbalance forklift model is equipped with the unique Toyota System of Active Stability (Toyota SAS) and AC motors to enhance driver safety and productivity.
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                    ENGINE COUNTER BALANCED

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
        
        
            
              
                  
                    Diesel forklifts and gas forklifts (LPG) are designed for light, medium and heavy-duty material handling

                    
                        

The Toyota engine-powered range of diesel forklifts and gas forklifts (LPG) are designed for light, medium and heavy-duty material handling.


Our internal combustion (IC) engine-powered counterbalance forklifts with load capacities rangingfrom 1.5 to 8 tonnes are equipped with the unique Toyota System of Active Stability (Toyota SAS) enhancing operator safety and comfort.


Fitted with reliable Toyota industrial engines our forklifts offer faster acceleration and lift speeds than non industrial engine models, increasing productivity during stacking, loading and unloading goods, as well as horizontal transport functions.
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                    TOWING TRACTORS

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
        
        
            
    
              
                  
                    Tow tractors provides enhanced safety and efficiency in horizontal transport and order picking 

                    
                        
The BT Movit and Toyota Tracto range of tow tractors provides enhanced safety and efficiency in horizontal transport and order picking operations. Allowing operators to tow palletised or non-palletised loads, our tow tractors are suitable for indoor and outdoor applications, including production lines, cross-dock logistics, airports, railway stations and ports.


The BT Movit and Toyota Tracto series offer pedestrian, rider-seated and stand-in electric tow tractors and rider-seated, engine powered tow tractors for heavy duty operations. The tow tractors in this range suit a variety of needs regarding travel distances, towing load intensity, and frequency of use.
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                    AUTOMATED TRUCKS

                        
                    

                

            

        

    
        
        
            
              
                  
                    Advanced, flexible solutions for more efficient, cost-effective goods handling

                    
                        
Many companies can benefit from the automation of their material handling process. Our automated range of trucks and load carriers offers advanced, flexible solutions for more efficient, cost-effective goods handling. Advantages of automation in material handling include easy tracking of goods, just-in-time picking, less damage and fewer operator hours. The BT Radioshuttle automated load carrier is ideal for high-density storage, saving expensive warehouse space. The BT Autopilot allows driverless operation for repetitive movements, or order picking of goods, reducing labour efforts. Both automatic systems free operators for more demanding tasks.
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                        What our customers say...

                        
                    

                

            

        



    
        
            


                

    			      


                    
                        
							"Truckmasters provided a great service and their aftersales support programme has given us total peace of mind. Thank Graham!" 
						

						
							Jillman B.

							Head of Logistics
                        

                    



                    
                        
							"6 forklifts, 2 Reach trucks and several pallet trucks, Truckmasters have supplied all our warehouse equipment and ongoing service and support. And when things go wrong, they are right there with minimum downtime. Maximum respect!"
						

						
							Jhollman C.

							Managing Director
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                        From the Humber estuary to Norwich and beyond...

                        
                    

                

            

        



    
        
            

                

                    
                        
                            Boleness Road, Wisbech, Cambs, PE13 2RB

                            Tel : General - 01945 587788

                            Fax : General - 01945 475686


 	                        Tel : Sales - Andy Rawlins 07949 125122


							Tel : Sales - Alex McKenna 07939 965595


                            Tel : Service - 01945 428651 

	 
                            Tel : Parts - 01945 428652 

                        


                    

                


                    
                        
                            Boston Road,Wainfleet, Skegness, Lincs PE24 4HA
                                (Head Office)


                            Tel: General 01754 880481

                            Fax: General 01754 880601

                            Email: General mail@truckmasters.co.uk


 	 
                            Tel : Sales/Hire  - 01754 882180

                            Tel : Sales Contact - Terry Ross 07930 398742


	 
                            Tel : Service - 01754 882181


 	 
                            Tel : Parts	 - 01754 882182

                            Fax : Parts - 01754 880197

                            Email : Parts - parts@truckmasters.co.uk
                        

            
                    

                


                    
                        
                          Harford Cattle Market, Hall Road, Norwich, Norfolk  NR4 6EQ

 	 
                            Tel : General - 01603 458817

                            Fax : General - 01603 452789


 	 
                            Tel : Sales Contact - Neil Augustin 07778 674235


 	 
                            Tel : Service - 01603 255808


 	 
                            Tel : Parts - 01603 255809
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                    or call 01754 880481
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                       TERMS & CONDITIONS  -  PRIVACY POLICY
					   



					   Copyright 2017 - Truckmasters Handling Limited - Boston Road, Wainfleet, Skegness, Lincs PE24 4HA (Head Office)
 tel: 01754 880481
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